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Introduction. All groups considered in the sequel are finite. Let (£ and 3 denote the
formations of groups which consist of collections of groups that respectively either split over
each normal subgroup (nC-groups) or for which the groups do not possess nontrivial Frat-
tini chief factors [8]. The purpose of this article is to develop and expand a concept that arises
naturally with the residuals for these formations, namely each G-chief factor Ge/K(G3/K) is
non-complemented (Frattini). With respect to a solid set X of maximal subgroups, these
properties are generalized respectively to so-called X-parafrattini (X-profrattini) normal sub-
groups for which each type is closed relative to products. The relationships among the
unique maximal normal subgroups that result from these products, the solid set of maximal
subgroups X, X-prefrattini subgroups, and the residuals of formations are explored. This
leads to a well-defined collected of formations, the partially nonsaturated formations, with
properties analogous to those which are totally non-saturated. In the development, attention
is given to a set of maximal subgroups which is the image of a solid function defined on all
groups, a weaker condition than that of a solid set. A result of particular interest answers
affirmatively the long-standing conjecture that a non-trivial nC-group G is solvable if and
only if each G-chief factor is complemented by a maximal subgroup. This will force a critical
re-examination of the classification problem for nC-groups. Since the article continues the
investigations on finite groups initiated in [2], a familiarity with that article is assumed. All
other notation and terminology is from [6]. If M is a maximal subgroup of a group G and
G/Corec(M) is a monolithic primitive group, i.e. a group with a unique minimal normal
subgroup, then M is called a monolithic maximal subgroup of G.

1. X-pro(-para) frattini subgroups. DEFINITIONS. Given a set X of maximal subgroups of
a group G, we say that a chief factor H/K of G is

(i) an X-Frattini chief factor of G if no maximal subgroup in X supplements H/K;
(ii) a non-X-complemented chief factor of G if no maximal subgroup in X complements H/K;

(iii) an X-supplemented chief factor of G if H/K has a supplement in X;
(iv) an X-complemented chief factor of G if H/K has a complement in X.

DEFINITIONS. [2] (i) A set X of monolithic maximal subgroups of a group G is said to
be JH-solid if it satisfies the following condition:

(JH) If M\,Mi e X with C\ - CoreG{M\) # CoreG(M2) = C2 and both complement
an abelian chief factor H/K of G then there exists M e X such that CoregiM) =
(C, n C2)H.
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(ii) A set X of maximal subgroups of the group G is said to be solid if it satisfies.
(*) If Mi, M2 e X with C\ = CoreG(M\) ^ CoreG{M2) = C2 and both complement an

abelian chief factor H/K of G then M = (M\ U M2)H e X, and whenever a chief factor is X-
supplemented then all its supplements are in X.

REMARK. Let X be a solid set of maximal subgroups of the group G. From [2, para-
graph 1, p. 267] one concludes that the set Xmon of all monolithic maximal subgroups of G in
X is JH-solid. Moreover, if H/K is an X-supplemented chief factor of G, then H/K is Xmon-
supplemented. For suppose that H/K is X-supplemented non-abelian chief factor of G.
Denote C = CG(H/K). Then G/C e V2 and Soc(G/Q = HC/C. Let M be a maximal sub-
group of G supplementing HC/C. Then M is a monolithic supplement of H/K in G. Since X
is solid, the subgroup M belong to X. In other words M e Xraon.

In view of this observation, a discussion on solid sets can be restricted to Xmon. Conse-
quently in this sense, Theorem A [2] on JH-solid sets is valid for a solid set X.

DEFINITION. Given a solid set X of maximal subgroups of a group G, the subgroup
<t>x(G) = n{M : M e X} is called the X-Frattini subgroup of G.

From the Remark, <DX(G) = C\{M : M e Xmon}.
From the definition it follows that if X is a solid set of maximal subgroups of a group

G, N is a normal subgroup of G and X/N = {M/N < G/N: M eX,N<M}, then X/N is a
solid set of maximal subgroups of G/N and <t>x(G)N/N < <$>X/N(G/N).

DEFINITION. Let G be a group and suppose that X is a solid set of maximal subgroups of
G. A normal subgroup N of G is said to be

(i) an X-profrattini normal subgroup of G if either N = \ or every chief factor of G of the
form N/K is an X-Frattini chief factor of G; in other words N/K < <t>x(G/K) and

(ii) an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G if either N = \ or every chief factor of G of
the form N/K is a non-X-complemented chief factor of G, that is, no maximal subgroup in X
is a complement of N/K in G.

If X = Max(G), the solid set of all maximal subgroups of G, we write simply profrattini
and parafrattini.

EXAMPLES AND REMARKS. 1. If TV is an X-profrattini normal subgroup of G, then N is an
X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G. The converse does not hold in general, it is enough to
consider a non-abelian simple group S. It is clear that S is X-parafrattini for all solid sets X
of maximal subgroups of S. However S is not X-profrattini.

If N is soluble, N is X-profrattini if and only if N is X-parafrattini.
2. If 5 is a totally nonsaturated formation (see [1]), then G5 is a profrattini normal

subgroup of G for every group G.
3. A quasinilpotent normal subgroup TV of a group G is X-profrattini if and only if

N

Proof. Assume that N is a quasinilpotent X-profrattini normal subgroup of G but
N £ <PX(G). Then K = Nn *X(G) ? N. Since &x(G)/K = <t>x(G/K) and N/K £ <S>x(G/K),
there exists a maximal subgroup U of G such that K < U, U eX and G = UN. Denote
UG = coreG(U) and consider the primitive group G/UG. Then G/UG = (NUG/UG)(U/UG).
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Since NUG/UG is quasinilpotent, it follows that NUG/UG < F*(G/UG) = Soc(G/UG), where
F*(G/UG) denotes the generalized Fitting subgroup of G/UG. Suppose that
NUG/UG = Soc(G/UG) and G/UG is a primitive group with two minimal normal subgroups
that we denote by Ai/UG< i = 1,2. Since N is X-profrattini, U has to supplement both A\/UG

and Ai/UG. But since X is solid, there exists a monolithic maximal subgroup V e X such that
V supplements exactly one of them, say A\/UG. This implies A2 < VG. So K < VG. In other
words, we can always choose a maximal subgroup U in X in such a way that NUG/UG is a
chief factor of G. But this contradicts N being X-profrattini. Hence N < <J>X(G). The con-
verse holds trivially.

THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a group and suppose that X is a solid set of maximal subgroups ofG.
(i) If N, M are both X-profrattini normal subgroups of G, then NM is an X-profrattini

normal subgroup of G.
(ii) If N,M are both X-parafrattini normal subgroups of G, then NM is an X-parafrattini

normal subgroup of G.

Proof (i) Suppose that a G-chief factor (NM)/K is X-supplemented by S. Then G = S(NM)
and K < S n NM. It is clear that M, N ^ 1. If N < K, then MN = KM and M/(M D K) is a
chief factor of G. Moreover G = S(NM) = SM and M n K < K < S. This implies that S is an
X-supplement of M/(M D K) in G, a contradiction. Now NK/K is a normal subgroup of G/K
contained in MN/K. Hence MN = NK. Apply Lemma 1 of [2] with
U= K, V=N,Z= UV=MN = NKand W= Un V = K n N. Since Z/ U is supplemented in
G by S, then V/W = N(KC\ N) is supplemented in G by 5. This contradicts N being X-pro-
frattini.

(ii) Suppose that a G-chief factor (NM)/K is X-complemented by S. Then G = S(NM)
and K = S n NM. Again we have N ^ 1. If N < K, MN = KM. So M/(M n K) is a chief
factor of G. Now G = S(NM) - SM and M D K < K < S. So M D K < S n M. On the other
hand, tf= SO A^M= JV(Sf~l Af) = N(Kn M). Hence | 5 n M| = |A"nM| and STlM =
KC\M. In particular, 5 is an X-complement of M/(MDK) in G. This contradicts the fact
that M is an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G. Therefore MN = NK. Consider
U = K, V=N,Z= UV=MN = NK, and W= UC\ V=KHN in Lemma 1 of [2]. Since
Z/U is complemented in G by S e X, so is V/W= N/(KC\N). This contradicts N being X-
parafrattini.

REMARK. Let G be a group and X be a solid set of maximal subgroups of G. Suppose
that TV is a normal subgroup of G satisfying the property that either N = 1 or every chief
factor N/K of G is X-complemented in G. If M is a normal subgroup of G with the same
property, then MN does not have this property in general. For instance, consider G = A x B
where A = (a : aA = l), B = [b : b2 = l), and X = Max(G). Then C = (b) and D = (a2b) are
two complemented minimal normal subgroups ofG. However CD = {a2){b) has the Frattini
chief factor CD/C.

DEFINITIONS. Let G be a group and X be a solid set of maximal subgroups of G.
(i) The X-profrattini subgroup of G is the normal subgroup

Prox(G) = (N : N is an X-profrattini normal subgroup of G).
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(ii) The X-parafrattini subgroup of G is the normal subgroup

Parax(G) = {N : N is an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G).

If X = Max(G), the solid set of all maximal subgroups of G, we write simply Pro(G) and
Para(G).

It is clear that Prox(G) < Parax(G) and if X is a solid set of maximal sub-groups of G
composed of maximal subgroups of type 1, then Prox(G) = Parax(G). In particular, the
equality holds when G is soluble. However, there exists non-soluble groups G for which
Prox(G) = Parax(G). Consider a prime p and a cyclic group Z of order p2. Let G = S i Z be
the regular wreath product of S with Z, where S is a non-abelian simple group. Then
Pro(G) = Para(G) is the unique maximal normal subgroup of G.

It is clear that for each normal subgroup N > Parax(G)(resp. N > Prox(G)) there is at
least one G-chief factor N/K which is X-supplemented (resp. X-complemented) in G. We can
say much more than this.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let G eVi split over Soc(G) = N by a maximal subgroup S ofG. Then
Soc(S) is nonabelian.

Proof. Let A be an abelian minimal normal subgroup of S. Then A is an elementary
abelian /7-group for some prime p. Since S < Nc(A), then Nc(A) = 5 since proper contain-
ment leads to a contradiction that A is normal in G, by maximality of S in G. Hence
NO CG(A) = 1. If/7 divides \N\, a contradiction arises since A would be contained in a Sylow
/7-subgroup P = [T]A of NA with T = P C\ N. Hence T would contain an element
x € Z(P) n CN{A) = 1. Consequently p does no divide \N\. Let q be a prime dividing \N\. By
Theorem 6.2.2 of [7], there exists a unique ^-invariant Sylow ^r-subgroup Q of N. For any
element s £ S,QS is also ,4-invariant. Consequently, Q = Qs and S < NG(Q). Since
Nf)S = 1, Q is not contained in S and so G = QS = NS. This implies N = Q, a contradiction.

COROLLARY 1.3. Denote by K the class of all groups G such that every chief factor of G is
complemented in G by a maximal subgroup of G. Then K C. S, where S is the class of all
soluble groups.

Proof. Suppose that K is not contained in S and consider a group of minimal order
G e K\S. Then G 6 b(S) and G is a primitive group of type 2. By hypothesis, N = Soc(G) is
a non-abelian minimal normal subgroup which is complemented in G by a core-free maximal
soluble subgroup 5 of G. But Soc(S) abelian contradicts Proposition 1.2.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G be a group and X be a solid set of maximal subgroups of G.
(i) Denote by M the set of all normal subgroups NofG satisfying the property that every

chief factor of G between N and G is X-supplemented in G.IfN,MeJ\f, then NHM € M.
(ii) Denote by K, the set of all normal subgroups NofG satisfying the property that every

chief factor of G between N and G is X-complemented in G. If N, M e K,, then NF\ M € /C.

Proof. Consider a chief series of G from M to M D N.
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(i) Consider a chief factor H/K of G in (j6). Then HN/KN is a chief factor of G between
N and G. Since N e M it follows that HN/KN is X-supplemented in G by 5 e X, say. This
means that G = S(HN) and KN <SHNH. Hence G = SH and # < 5D H. So / / / ^ is X-
supplemented in G by S. Therefore (i) follows from Theorem A of [2].

(ii) Notice that by Corollary 1.3, the groups G/N and G/M are soluble. Then G/(NDM)
is soluble. Therefore all chief factors in p are abelian.

Consider a chief factor H/K of G in (0). Then HN/KN is a chief factor of G between W
and G. Since TV e /C, it follows that HN/KN is X-complemented in G by S e X, say. This
means that G = S(//JV) and KN=S<1 NH. Hence G = SH and tf = S n //. So ///A: is X-
complemented in G by S. Therefore (ii) follows from Theorem A of [2].

COROLLARY 1.5. Let G be a group and X a solid set of maximal subgroups of G.
Then
(i) Prox(G) = (~}[N : N e TV} e TV and every chief factor of G between Prox(G) and G is

X-supplemented in G;
(ii) Parax(G) = (^\{N: N e >C} e K. and every chief factor ofG between Parax(G) and G is

X-complemented in G.

Proof, (i) Denote K=f]{N : N e TV}. By Proposition 1.4 K e TV. If K/L is an X-sup-
plemented chief factor of G, then L e TV by Theorem A of [2] implies a contradiction.
Therefore every chief factor of G of the form K/L is X-Frattini. Hence K < Prox(G). Assume
that K < Prox(G). Let ?rox(G)/N be a chief factor of G such that K < N. Then Prox(G)/Af
should be X-Frattini. This contradicts Proposition 1.4.

The proof for (ii) is analogous.

COROLLARY 1.6. IfX is a solid set of maximal subgroups of a group G, then G/Parax(G) is
a soluble group.

Proof. Notice that G/Parax(G) e K.
It is clear from the above result that Gs, the soluble residual of G, is contained in

Parax(G).

COROLLARY 1.7. If G is a group and X is a solid set of maximal subgroups of G, then
Parax(G) = Prox(G)G5.

Proof. It is clear that Prox(G)Gs < Parax(G). Suppose there exists a G-chief factor
F = Parax(G)/Af with Prox(G)G s < N. By definition of Parax(G), the chief factor F is non-
X-complemented in G. On the other hand, F is abelian and X-supplemented in G because
Prox(G)Gs < N. Such F cannot exist. So Parax(G) = Prox(G)Gs.

THEOREM 1.8. Let G be a group and X be a solid set of maximal subgroups ofG. Then N is

an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G if and only if N=(NnWg: geG) for each

W € Pref(X, G).

Proof Suppose that 7Y= (TVn W« : g e G) for each We Pref(X, G). Let N/K be a
chief factor of G. Assume that N/K is X-complemented in G. Then there exists a maximal
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subgroup M e X o f G such that G = MNand NnM = K. If Wis an X-prefrattini subgroup
of (7 s u c h t h a t W < M, WnN< MHN=K. H e n c e N = (NC\ W« :geG) < K, a n d th i s is
a contradiction. Therefore N/K is non-X-complemented in G. Hence N is X-parafrattini.

Conversely, assume that N is an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G. We may suppose
that NjLl.Let We Pref(X, G) and L = {Nn W : g e G). Suppose L < N. Let N/H be a
chief factor of G such that L < H. Since N is X-parafrattini we have that N/H is non-X-
complemented. Notice that Wf\N <L<H and so W avoids N/H. Therefore N/H is X-
supplemented. Let S be the system of maximal subgroups of G such that W = W{G, X, S)
and M be a maximal X-supplement of N / / / in G such that M e X n 5 . Consider a chief series
of G passing through H and N. Let S\,..., Sr be the X-supplements of the chief factors of G

above N such that 5, e 5, (1 < / < r). Then WN/N= f| S,-/W and WH/H=

(M/tf). Therefore f*7/= f|(S,-n A/) = ^ ^ n M = >*W~nN)- Since HTi /VnM~=

= (^n //, | # | = | M n JV|. SO / / = M n Af and M is an X-complement of N/H in G. This
contradicts our assumption. Consequently N is an X-parafrattini normal subgroup of G.

Given a group G and a solid set X of maximal subgroups of G, the core of each X-pre-
frattini subgroup of G is Q>x(G) (see [2]). The above theorem allows use to describe its normal
closure.

COROLLARY 1.9. Let G be a group and X be a solid set of maximal subgroups of G. If
W € Pref(X, G), we have that WG = {m :g€G} = Parax(G).

Proof. Denote P = Parax(G). Each abelian chief factor of G which is X-complemented in
G is avoided by every X-prefrattini subgroup of G. Since every chief factor H/K such that
P<K<H<G'\& abelian and X-complemented in G, it follows that W < Parax(G) for all
W G Pref(X, G). From Theorem 1.8, WG = P.

2. Solid functions.

DEFINITION. A solid function x associates to each group G a (possibly empty) solid set
X(G) of maximal subgroups of G such that

(a) if 6 : G ->• H is an isomorphism, then x(G9) = {Me: M e x(G)};
(b) if M e /(G), N< G, then x(G/N) = {M/N: M e x(G), N < M).

Equivalently we can say that a solid function x associates to each group G a (possibly
empty) solid set x(G) of maximal subgroups of G such that x(Ge) — {M6: M e x(G),
Ker(0) < M\ for every epimorphism 9 e Epi(G).

The trivial function xo defined by xo(G) = 0 for all groups G is a solid function. The
function Max that associates to each group G the set Max(G) of all maximal subgroups of G
is also a solid function. As a result, the collection C of all solid functions is a lattice with
respect to the set-theoretical union and intersection, that is (x V Y)(G) = x(G) U y(G) and
(X A Y)(G) = x(G) n y(G) for all groups G and x, Y e C.

The next results follows immediately from the definition of solid set.
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COROLLARY 2.1. (1) The collection C is a partially ordered modular lattice. The maximal
element ofC is the solid function Max; The minimal element is xo-

(2) The lattice C is complemented: if x 's a solid function, then x° > defined by
XC{G) = Max(G) \ x(G) for each group G, is a solid function, and x V x c = Max and
xAxc = xo-

If X is a solid function and G is a group, we denote the x(G)-Frattini subgroup of G
simply by Q>X(G). The concepts of either x-supplemented or x-Frattini chief factor are ana-
logous to the previous section. Following the same idea, denote Prox(G) = Prox(<j)(G) and
Parax(G) = Parax(G)(G) for every group G.

Let x be a solid function. Consider the classes

Fx = (G: every chief factor of G is x-supplemented in G or \G\ = 1)

and

Kx = (G: every chief factor of G is x-complemented in G or \G\ = 1).

By Theorem A of [2], Fx and Kx are formations.
If x is the solid function defined by x(G) = Max(G) for all groups G, then we denote the

above classes simply by F and K since G belonging to F is equivalent to not possessing
Frattini chief factors.

THEOREM 2.2. (1) Kx is a formation of soluble groups. Moreover, for each group G, we
have Parax(G) = GK* the Kx-residual ofG.

(2) Let KX = (G: <t>x(C) = 1). Then

FX = (G: Q{G) c Kx) = (G : for all N < G, <t>x(G/N) = 1).

Moreover, for each group G, we have GF* = Prox(C).
(3) Kx = Fx n 5.
(4) For every group G, we have GK* = GSGF*.

Proof. (1) Notice that Kx c K and K c S by Proposition 1.2.
By Corollary 1.5, G/Parax(G) e Kx. Therefore GK* < Parax(G). Suppose there exists

a G-chief factor F= Parax(G)/7V with G K* < N. By definition of Parax(G), the chief factor F
is non-x(G)-complemented in G, and on the other hand, F is x(G)-complemented in G
because GK* < N. Such F cannot exist and Parax(G) = GKf.

(2) Let G be a group such that Q(G) c 91X. If H/K is a x-Frattini chief factor of G then
H < M for all M e x(G) such that K < M. That is to say that H/K < 4>X(G/K) - 1, a con-
tradiction. So Fx - (G e E: Q(G) c 9ix). The proof for GF» - Prox(G) is similar to (1).

(3) This is straightforward verification.
(4) The factorization is deduced directly from (3).

THEOREM 2.3. Let x be a solid function satisfying the property that for each group X, if Y
is a normal subgroup of X and U e x(X)> end if D is a normal subgroup of Y such that
D(Uf) Y) is a maximal subgroup of Y, then D(UC\ Y) e x(^)- If every abelian chief factor of
a group G is x-complemented in G, then every abelian chief factor of a normal subgroup NofG
is x-complemented in N.
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Proof. Deny the statement and let G be a group of minimal order such that every abelian
chief factor of G is /-complemented and there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that N
possesses a /-Frattini abelian chief factor.

Consider a G-chief series of G through N and refine the portion of this chief series under
N to obtain an N-chief series. Theorem A of [2] allows to say that there exists a /-Frattini
abelian chief factor of N in this series. Denote it by T/L. Assume that T/L appears after
refining the chief factor H/K of G under JV. By the minimality of G, K = 1 and H is a mini-
mal normal subgroup of G. Now H is a direct product of minimal normal subgroups of N
(see Theorem A.4.13 of [6]). Again by Theorem A of [2], these minimal normal subgroups of
N in H are N-isomorphic to the chief factors of N under H and then if one of them, T/L, is
abelian, all of them are abelian. Hence H is abelian. By Theorem A of [2], we can assume
that L = 1 and T is a x-Frattini abelian minimal normal subgroup of N. Moreover
H = T x D with D a normal subgroup of N.

However there exists M e x(G) such that G = MH and MC\ H = 1. Since H < N, we
have N-(MD N)H = [(M n N)D]T, and (Mn N)D is a maximal subgroup of N. Since / is
a solid function satisfying the property of the statement, we have (A/n N)D e x(N). Then T
is x-complemented in N leads to a contradiction.

Hence the statement is true and the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 2.4. If every abelian chief factor of a group G is complemented in G and N is a
normal subgroup of G, then every abelian N-chieffactor is complemented in N.

In other words, the formations F and K are closed under taking normal subgroups.

REMARKS. 1. It is rather easy to see that K is the class of all soluble nC-groups, that is,
the class of all groups G such that every normal subgroup of G is complemented in G.
Christensen in [4] proved that K is a formation closed under taking normal subgroups.
Hofmann in [10] extends this result to the class E of all nC-groups. Independently, this result
has been proved in [3].

2. With the above notation, we see that EnS = FC\S = K. This validates the long-
standing conjecture that a non-trivial nC-group G is solvable if and only if each G-chief
factor is complemented by a maximal subgroup. Notice that E^F: the group
G = Aut(Alt(6)) is not a nC-group and G e F.

3. Partially nonsaturated formations. One well-known feature of a saturated formation
X is that in each group G, every chief factor of the form Gx/N is supplemented. Totally
nonsaturated formations are defined in [5] as the formations X such that, in each group G,
every chief factor of the form Gx/N is Frattini. On the other hand, given a solid function x
in each group G, we see that every chief factor of the form G K*/N is non-x-complemented.

The aim of this section is to define new types of formations which are extensions of the
totally nonsaturated ones. They are not totally nonsaturated in the general universe.

DEFINITION. Let x be a solid function. A formation X is said to be x-Par^ally non~
saturated, a x-Pn-formati°n< if for any group G, the residual Gx is a x-parafrattini normal
subgroup of G.

The Max-partially nonsaturated formations will be called simply partially nonsaturated
formations.
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If H is a class of groups, the class EK(x)(H) = (G : there exists a normal subgroup N of G
such that G/N e H and every chief factor of G below N is complemented by some maximal
subgroup in x(G)). Similar arguments to those used in [5] show that EK.(X) is a closure
operation. Note that to verify the idempotence property, condition (b) in the definition of
solid function plays an important role.

Since x(G) is a solid set of maximal subgroups, x(G) satisfies the JH-property in the
sense of the first Remark of the paper. So arguments similar to those used in [5] prove that if
X is a formation, then EK.(X)(X) is also a formation.

LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a formation and x a solid function. Consider a group G, a x~Pre~
frattini subgroup W of the group G, and N= (GxC\W : g e G). Then GEK^{X) <N<GX.

Proof. Let H/K be a chief factor of G such that N <K<H <GX. Since WC\ Gx < N,
then W avoids H/K. Therefore H/K is /-supplemented in G. Assume that H/K is non-x-
complemented in G. Then there exists a maximal subgroup M of x(G) such that G = MH
and K < MC\ H. repeat the arguments of Theorem 1.8 of Section 1 to reach a contradiction.
Hence H/K is x-complemented in G. So G/N e EK(x)(X). Then GEK^{X) < N.

For a solid function x, denote by Vjix) the class of primitive groups of type 2 whose
socle is x-complemented. In particular, T^CMax) = V2 is the class of primitive groups of
type 2 whose socle is complemented by a maximal subgroup of G. This type of primitive
group is known as a primitive group with small maximal subgroups. Denote by MQ the class
of all monolithic groups G such that Soc(G) < <$>(G).

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a formation and x a solid function. The following statements are
pairwise equivalent:

(i) X is x-partially nonsaturated.

(x)

(iii) For all groups G we have G x = (G x n W* : g e G) for each W e Pref (x(G), G.
(iv) b(X) n V2(x) = 0 and for all groups G we have Z(GX) < OX(G).
(v) b{X) c M* u (V2 \ V2{x)).

Proof, (i) =» (ii). If G e EK(x)(X) \ X, then G x ^ 1. Therefore there exists a chief factor
Gx/K non-x-complemented in G and this is a contradiction.

(ii)=>(iii). Since G E K M ( X ) = Gx, it is clear by the previous lemma that
Gx = (Gxnm-.geG) for each W e Pref(x(<7), G).

(iii)=> (i). Assume that Gx/K is a chief factor of G complemented by a maximal sub-
group M e x and M belongs to a system of maximal subgroups S. Then W = W(G, x(G), S)
avoids Gx/K and thus Wn Gx < K. Hence {Gx n m : g e G) < Kis a. contradiction.

(ii)=>-(iv). Use induction on \G\. If Z(GX) = 1, there is nothing to prove. Assume that
Z(GX) y£ 1 and consider minimal normal subgroup N of G contained in Z(GX). If A' is
complemented in G by a maximal subgroup M e /(G), then Gx — (Mf)Gx)xN and
MC\GX is a normal subgroup of G. Therefore GX/(Mn Gx) is a chief factor of G com-
plemented by M which implies G/(MC\ Gx) e EK(X)(X) = X and this is a contradiction.

X( X X X

< <$>,{G/N) = <t>x(G)/N. Then Z(GX) < $X(G).
Hence N<<PX(G). Now consider G/N. We have Z(GX)/N < Z(GX/N) = Z{{G/N)X)
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Furthermore if X = EK(x)(X) it is clear that b(X) n V2(x) = 0-
(iv) =>• (ii). Let G e EK(X)(X) \ X of minimal order. Then G e b{X), G x is the minimal

normal subgroup of G, and Gx is x-complemented in G. Since G &Vi{x), Gx is abelian.
Hence G'v = ZtG*) < OX(G) is a contradiction.

(v)=>(i). Let G be a group of minimal order such that Gx is not x-parafrattini. There
exists a normal subgroup K of G such that Gx/K is a chief factor of G complemented by a
maximal subgroup H e x(G). By minimality, K = 1 and G* is a minimal normal subgroup in
G. If TV is a minimal normal subgroup of G in corecH, we can find in G//V the chief factor
(G/N)x = GXN/N complemented by ////V, a contradiction. Therefore G is a primitive
group in b(X) whose socle is complemented by a maximal subgroup in x(G), another con-
tradiction. Hence X is x-partially nonsaturated.

(i) => (v). If G € b{X), then G is a monolithic group whose minimal normal subgroup is
Gx and it is non-x-complemented in G. If Gx is abelian, then G e M®. If Gx is non-abelian,
then G i V2(x)-

The case x = Max is particularly interesting. We obtain a description of the partially
nonsaturated formations.

THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a formation. The following statements are pariwise equivalent.
(i) X is partially nonsaturated.

(\\)X=EK(X).
(iii) For each group G we have GX = {GXDWS: geG) for each W e Pref(G).
(iv) b(X) n V2' = 0 and, for all groups G we have Z(GX) < O(G).
(v)b(X)QM<s>U(V2\V2').

This result is an extension of Theorem 4.2 in [9].

REMARK. We can also define the x-totally nonsaturated formations as the formations X
such that for any group G every chief factor of the form Gx/K is x-Frattini in G, or in
other words, Gx is a x-profrattini normal subgroup of G. The formation Fx is an example of
a x-totally nonsaturated formation. A description of this type of formations can be made
just by the appropriate modifications of Theorem 5.3 of [1].

The group G = Aut(Alt(6)) is a primitive group of type 2 whose minimal normal sub-
group is not complemented by any subgroup of G: hence G e Vi \ V{. Furthermore
G/Soc(G) = Cj x C2. Consequently G e b(K). Nevertheless, the boundary of a totally non-
saturated formation does not contain primitive groups of type 2. Therefore K is not a totally
nonsaturated formation.

The group G — Aut(Alt(6)) is in the boundary of the formation C of all nC-groups.
Hence, the class C is not a totally nonsaturated formation either.
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